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Abstract— Many articles are been available on behaviour of 

composite structures, smart structures and structures of 

functionally graded materials. Analytically as well as FEM 

solutions can be observed in existing structures. The passed 

work comprises of various shear deformation theories in 

which the theories are been used in various laminated beam, 

composite beam, layer wise cross ply beam and other types 

of beams. In this paper we have made review of refined shear 

deformations theories their application there use for finding 

out the results of deformation in various types of beams. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Analysis of structure is emerging as a significant aspect in 

field of design. Many structural engineering applications and 

improvement of composite structures are becoming important 

research of recent days. Also, better understanding of 

structural behaviour is required for structural engineering 

application. This motivates researchers to investigate 

bending, buckling, vibration etc of laminated composite beam 

considering various aspects. In the present research paper, a 

general introduction of shear deformation theories is 

discussed. The objective of this paper is reviewing the work 

done by using shear deformation theories [1] Vikas A. Jadhav 

and Ajay G. Dahake has researched Bending Analysis of 

Deep Beam Using Refined Shear Deformation Theory. In this 

research paper the authors have carried out study of 

trigonometric shear deformation theory for bending of deep 

beam taking into account transverse shear deformation effects 

is developed. It is well known that elementary theory of 

bending of beam. It is well-known that elementary theory of 

bending of beam based on Euler-Bernoulli hypothesis 

disregards the effects of the shear deformation and stress 

concentration. The theory is suitable for slender beams and is 

not suitable for deep or thick beams since it is based on the 

assumption that the transverse normal to neutral axis remains 

so during bending and after bending, implying that the 

transverse shear strain is zero. Timoshenko showed that the 

effect of transverse vibration of prismatic bars. This theory is 

now widely referred to as Timoshenko beam theory or first 

order shear deformation theory (FSDT) in the literature. In 

this theory transverse shear strain distribution is assumed to 

be constant through the beam thickness and thus requires 

shear correction factor to appropriately represent the strain 

energy of deformation. The general solutions for beam with 

uniformly varying load are obtained in case of deep cantilever 

beam.[2] Nuttawit Wattanasakulpong, B. Gangadhara Prusty, 

Donald W. Kelly, Mark Hoffman has researched on Free 

vibration analysis of layered functionally graded beams with 

experimental validation. The current paper reports on 

vibration analysis of layered FG beams based on the 

improved TSDT, with experimental validation. A multi-step 

sequential infiltration technique was used to produce 

alumina–epoxy layered FG beams for vibration testing with 

various boundary conditions. The details of sample 

fabrication, microstructure and material volume fraction 

analysis as well as vibration experimental techniques are 

included in the present paper. The analytical and numerical 

investigation of layered FG beams explores the impact on 

natural frequencies of material composition, thickness ratio 

and boundary conditions. The new results for frequency 

analysis associated with the added mass effect of the 

instrument used to sense the vibration frequency are also 

presented and discussed for future investigators.[3] Marco 

Gherlone, Alexander Tessler, Marco Di Sciuva has 

researched on C° beam elements based on the Refined Zigzag 

Theory for multi-layered composite and sandwich laminates. 

The paper deals with the development and computational 

assessment of three- and two-node beam finite elements 

based on the Refined Zigzag Theory (RZT) for the analysis 

of multi-layered composite and sandwich beams. RZT is a 

recently proposed structural theory that accounts for the 

stretching, bending, and transverse shear deformations, and 

which provides substantial improvements over previously 

developed zigzag and higher-order theories. In this paper, 

simple and efficient three- and two-node beam elements were 

developed which include the effects of the axial stretching, 

transverse shear deformation, and zigzag kinematics. The 

underlying structural theory is the Refined Zigzag Theory 

(RZT) for multi layered composite and sandwich beams 

recently developed by the authors. For planar deformations, 

four kinematic variables – one more than in Timoshenko 

theory – are required within RZT. The additional kinematic 

variable, the zigzag rotation, ensures a zigzag-like axial 

displacement and piecewise-constant rotations closely 

resembling solutions of elasticity theory for laminated 

composite structures. The theory enables a more accurate 

representation of all displacement, stress-resultant, strain and 

stress quantities, and unlike Timoshenko theory there is no 

reliance on shear correction factors to yield accurate results. 

The anis parametric (aka interdependent), C0-continuous 

interpolations were employed for the kinematic variables of 

the theory to obtain a three-node element. This interpolation 

strategy, which involves independent assumptions of a 

quadratic deflection and linear interpolations for the axial 

displacement, bending rotation, and zigzag rotation, ensures 

free of shear locking performance for the entire range of 

moderately thick to very slender beams. [4] Sreehari. V. M, 

Ravi Kumar. B, Maiti. D. K has researched on Structural 

Analysis Using Shear Deformation Theories Having 

Nonpolynomial Nature. In this research paper the authors 

have studied various research papers related to shear 

deformation theories. During the study the authors has the 

found that the study related to nonpolynomial shear 

deformation theories is an emerging area of research and has 

a smaller number of published research papers. The author 

has elaborated different studies carried out in different 

research papers and tried to explain that how NPSTD theory 

can be useful for the modelling and analysis of structure. In 
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this research paper the work includes only those papers 

dealing with NPSDT’s in laminated composites, piezo 

laminated structures and FGM’s.[5] M. Filippi, E. Carrer, 

A.M. Zenkour has researched on Static analyses of FGM 

beams by various theories and finite elements. In this research 

paper the authors have performed static analyses of 

functionally graded structures. The features of CUF allowed 

us to solve a number of problems considering different 

boundary and loading conditions, arbitrary material 

distributions and dimensions. The results were compared 

with both analytical and numerical solutions based on 2D and 

3D approaches. The following remarks can be made: the 

results obtained with the Finite Element method strongly 

agree with the analytical beam solutions; although the 

classical beam theories provide acceptable results in terms of 

displacements and longitudinal stress, they do not describe 

the correct shear stress distributions, especially when the 

shear effects become relevant higher-order beam theories are 

able to reproduce 2D results with an excellent accuracy and a 

low number of degrees of freedom the solutions strictly 

depend on the problem characteristics as far as the multi-layer 

beam is concerned, the results of the presented finite elements 

are close to the three-dimensional  solution, which requires a 

higher computational effort.[6] Kunal L. Shiledar, S. A 

Karale, Rohit K. Pote has researched on Flexural Analysis of 

Composite Beam using Various Boundary Conditions. In this 

research paper the authors have studied different theories of 

shear deformation. They have taken different loading 

condition to calculate the for the beam and have calculated 

transverse displacement, axial stress and transverse shear 

stress. In this research paper the authors have used HSBT i.e., 

hyperbolic shear deformation theory to calculate the 

transverse displacement, axial stress and transvers shear 

stress. The result calculated by using this theory is been 

compared with the results obtained by using other theories. 

The authors found that most the results calculated with the 

HSBT theory matches with the earlier theories.[7] M. 

Maarefdoust, M. Kadkhodayan has researched Elastoplastic 

Buckling Analysis of Plates Involving Free Edges by 

Deformation Theory of Plasticity. In this research paper the 

authors have studied elastoplastic buckling of rectangular 

plates with different boundary conditions. the authors have 

attempted in the current study to investigate the buckling 

problem of rectangular plates for various boundary conditions 

of FSFS, CSFS, SSFS using numerical method of GDQ and 

the results were compared with those available from previous 

studies. The material used in this study is AL 7075-T6. The 

elasto-plastic buckling of rectangular plates with the use of 

deformation theory of plates was investigated. The 

equilibrium equations of the thick plate were derived by the 

aid of Hencky constitutive equations. The generalized 

differential quadrature method was employed to solve the 

governing differential equations. The effect of boundary 

condition, transverse shear deformation, loading conditions, 

aspect ratio, and thickness and loading ratio on the buckling 

coefficient were investigated and discussed in detail and the 

buckled mode shapes could be easily plotted. 

II. TRIGONOMETRIC SHEAR DEFORMATION THEORIES 

The article related to trigonometric shear deformation 

theories are been also reviewed in this research paper[8] 

Rameshchandra P. Shimpi , Yuwaraj M. Ghugal has 

researched on A new layerwise trigonometric shear 

deformation theory for two-layered cross-ply beams. In this 

research paper the author has carried out research work on 

two layered cross ply beams. The author states that the use of 

fibre- reinforced composite laminates has greatly increased in 

weight sensitive applications such as aerospace and 

automotive structures because of their high. The literature 

study carried out by author theories have been developed for 

symmetric cylindrical bending. It is well-known that the 

classical Euler–Bernoulli theory of beam bending, also 

known as elementary theory of bending (ETB), disregards the 

effects of the shear deformation. The theory is suitable for 

slender beams but not for thick or deep beams since it is based 

on the assumption that the transverse normal to the neutral 

axis remains so during bending and after bending, implying 

that the transverse shear strain is zero. Timoshenko showed 

that the effect of transverse shear is much greater than that of 

rotatory inertia on the response of transverse vibration of 

prismatic beams. This theory is now widely referred to as the 

Timoshenko beam theory in the literature. The authors have 

prepared a new model has been presented for cross ply (90/0) 

laminated composite beam. The model is an improvement 

over the earlier model developed by the authors.[9] Nguyen 

Thai Dung, Phung Van Minh, Hoang Manh Hung, and Dao 

Minh Tien has researched on The Third-Order Shear 

Deformation Theory for Modelling the Static Bending and 

Dynamic Responses of Piezoelectric Bidirectional 

Functionally Graded Plates. The work is the first exploration 

of the static bending and dynamic response analyses of 

piezoelectric bidirectional functionally graded plates by 

combining the third-order shear deformation theory of Reddy 

and the finite element approach, which can numerically 

model mechanical relations of the structure.) The present 

approach and mechanical model are confirmed through the 

verification examples.) The geometrical and material study is 

conducted to evaluate the effects of the feedback coefficients, 

volume fraction parameter, and constraint conditions on the 

static and dynamic behaviours of piezoelectric bidirectional 

functionally graded structures, and this work presents a wide 

variety of static and dynamic behaviours of the plate with 

many interesting results.)The paper confirms the aptness of 

the present approach through comparison with the previously 

published data.) Through the parameter study, some 

conclusions are highlighted as follows:(1) As the value of the 

feedback coefficient Gd becomes greater, the culmination 

deflexion of the structure decreases (2) As the value of the 

feedback coefficient Gv gets larger, the culmination 

deflexion of the structure decreases in the forced oscillation 

problem, and the vibration of the plate reduces faster, which 

is the advantage of the plate when the piezoelectric layer is 

integrated (3) When the depth of the piezoelectricity 

component is boosted, the culmination deflection of the 

structure decreases, and the shape that responds to the 

deflection of the plate over time also changes.[10] Ajay G 

Dahake, Yuwaraj M Ghugal has researched on A 

trigonometric shear deformation theory for flexure of thick 
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beam In this research paper the authors have carried out the 

research on the trigonometric shear deformation theory for 

flexure of thick beam, during the research work the authors 

has found the research work related to flexure analysis of 

thick beam using refined trigonometric and hyperbolic shear 

deformation theories is very scarce and is still insufficient. In 

this research paper the development of theory and its 

application to thick cantilever and fixed beam are presented. 

The authors have found that the displacement and stress 

obtained by the theory are in excellent with those of other and 

equivalent with refined and higher order theories. The theory 

yields the realistic variation of axial displacement and stress 

through the thickness of beam 

III. HYPERBOLIC SHEAR DEFORMATION THEORY 

[11] Amale Mahi , El Abbas Adda Bedia, Abdelouahed 

Tounsi has researched on A new hyperbolic shear 

deformation theory for bending and free vibration analysis of 

isotropic, functionally graded, sandwich and laminated 

composite plates. In this research paper the author has studied 

about the functionally graded materials which new kind of 

materials which is inhomogeneous composite material which 

have a smooth and continuous variation of materials 

properties along one more direction. The material is made of 

ceramic as it is thermal stability is good thermal shock 

resistance, mechanical strength high temperature creep 

resistivity, low density excellent chemical resistance, good 

stiffness to weight ratio and a metal because of its good 

facture toughness. In this research paper the author has 

studied the different theories of shear deformation. On basis 

of Euler–Bernoulli beam theory that relies on plane cross-

sections hypothesis Kirchhoff built a new theory for thin 

plates in 1850, on the assumption that normal to the 

undeformed midplane remain straight and normal to the 

deformed midplane and unstretched in length. The theory of 

moderately thick plates, known as first order shear 

deformation plate theory (FSDPT), was consolidated by 

Mindlin from the works of Rayleigh Timoshenko Reissner 

and Uflyand . The works of Mindlin were based, mainly, on 

observations made before by Rayleigh and Timoshenko. In 

fact, Rayleigh stated in 1877, that it is important to include 

the rotary inertia in any vibration analysis system. The works 

of Timoshenko have shown that taking into account the 

effects of rotary inertia and transverse shear affects the 

natural frequencies of bending beams. These two effects tend 

to reduce the calculated resonant frequencies, due to the 

increase in inertia and flexibility of the system. The paper 

presents a new higher order shear deformation plate theory. 

In which new theory has fine degree of freedom.[12] B. M. 

Shinde, A. S. Sayyad, A. B. Kawade has researched on 

Thermal analysis of isotropic plates using hyperbolic shear 

deformation theory In this paper, thermal analysis of a thick 

isotropic rectangular plate is carried out using the hyperbolic 

shear deformation theory (HYSDT). The displacement field 

of the theory contains three variables. The hyperbolic sine 

and cosine functions are used in the displacement field in-

terms of thickness coordinate to represent the effect of shear 

deformation. Governing differential equations and boundary 

conditions of the theory are obtained using the principle of 

virtual work. The results obtained for bending analysis of 

isotropic plates subjected to uniformly distributed thermal 

load are compared with those obtained by other theories, to 

validate the accuracy of the presented theory. It is pointed out 

from the above literature that efficiency of hyperbolic shear 

deformation theory for beams and plates has been proved for 

mechanical load but bending response of plate under thermal 

load is not studied by the researchers. Therefore, in the 

present study, attempt is made to check the efficiency of 

hyperbolic shear deformation theory for the flexural analysis 

of isotropic plates under the thermal load linear through the 

thickness. In the present study, the hyperbolic shear 

deformation theory is used to investigate the bending 

response of isotropic plates under a uniformly distributed 

thermal load. Static solutions for simply supported isotropic 

rectangular plates are developed using the Navier procedure. 

[13]Atteshamuddin S. Sayyad, Shantaram M. Ghumare, 

Sachin T. Sasane has researched Cylindrical bending of 

orthotropic plate strip based on nth-order plate theory. In this 

research paper the authors have presented the cylindrical 

bending of orthotropic plates using nth- order plate theory. In 

this paper, nth-order plate theory developed by Xiang and 

Kang is applied for the one-dimensional analysis of 

orthotropic plates. Classical plate theory (n = 1) and parabolic 

shear deformation theory of Reddy (n = 3) can be considered 

as special cases of present theory. The governing differential 

equations and associated boundary conditions associated with 

present theory is variationally consistent and obviate the need 

of shear correction factor. The use of shear correction factors 

which are problem dependent and are normally associated 

with first order shear deformation theory is avoided in the 

present theory. The governing equations and associated 

boundary conditions are derived by the principle of virtual 

work. Navier solution technique is employed for the simply 

supported plates. The program has been developed in 

FORTRAN. The displacement and stresses of a simply 

supported plate infinitely long in y-direction under 

sinusoidally distributed load are calculated to demonstrate the 

accuracy and efficiency of the present theory[14] Vaibhav B. 

Chavan Dr. Ajay G. Dahake has researched on  Analysis of 

Thick Beam Bending Problem by Using a New Hyperbolic 

Shear Deformation Theory. In this research paper the 

researches has carried out research on thick beam bending 

problem by using a new hyperbolic shear deformation 

theory.The results are compared with (ETB), FSDT of 

Timoshenko, HPSDT of Ghugal and Sharma and TSDT of 

Dahake and Ghugal. The variationally consistent theoretical 

formulation of the theory with general solution technique of 

governing differential equations is presented. The general 

solutions for beam with varying load are obtained in case of 

thick fixed beam. The displacements and shear stresses 

obtained by present theory are in excellent agreement with 

those of other equivalent refined and higher order theories. 

The present theory yields the realistic variation of transverse 

displacement through and shear stresses the thickness of 

beam. Thus the validity of the present theory is established. 

IV. FIFTH ORDER SHEAR DEFORMATION THEORIES  

[15] S. M. Ghumare A. S. Sayyad has researched on A New 

Fifth-Order Shear and Normal Deformation Theory for Static 

Bending and Elastic Buckling of P-FGM Beams. In this 
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Research paper the researcher has found A fifth-order shear 

and normal deformation theory is developed in the present 

study for the static bending and elastic buckling of FG beam. 

The theory shows fifth-order variation of axial displacement 

and a fourth order variation of transverse displacement. The 

theory satisfies the traction free boundary conditions at top 

and bottom surfaces of the beam without using problem 

dependent shear correction factor. Shear deformation is more 

pronounced in thick beam, shear component of transverse 

displacement decreases with increase in aspect ratio. An 

Increase in the power law index decreases the stiffness of the 

beam. Therefore, displacements are increased with an 

increase in the power law index. The transverse shear stress 

is not maximum at the centre of the cross-section due to 

continuous variation of material properties through the 

thickness of the beam. 

V. CONCLUSION  

In this research paper we have tired to cover most of refined 

deformation theories which are been mostly used nowadays. 

During the review of the above articles related to different 

shear deformation theories we got to know that higher order 

shear deformation theories are more give more accurate 

answers. The classical beam theory (CBT) developed by 

Bernoulli- Euler is the simplest beam theory for the analysis 

of thin beams. But, since the shear deformation effect is 

neglected in this theory, it is not suitable for the analysis of 

thick beams. When the beam is thick, the classical beam 

theory underestimates displacements and stresses. 

Timoshenko has developed a theory in which the first order 

variation of axial displacement is assumed. Therefore, it is 

called as the first order shear deformation theory (FSDT) or 

Timoshenko beam theory (TBT). The FSDT does not satisfy 

the zero transverse shear stress conditions on the top and 

bottom surfaces of the beam. This theory also required a shear 

correction factor to properly account the strain energy due to 

shear deformation effect. Mostly the theories are applied to 

the plates or the beam with rectangular shape. The future 

scope be application of these theories to different sections and 

analysing their results obtained by different theories. 
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